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RESEARCH ARTICLE | PHYSICS

The origin of the seed magnetic field that is amplified by the galactic dynamo is an 
open question in plasma astrophysics. Aside from primordial sources and the Biermann 
battery mechanism, plasma instabilities have also been proposed as a possible source of 
seed magnetic fields. Among them, thermal Weibel instability driven by temperature 
anisotropy has attracted broad interests due to its ubiquity in both laboratory and astro-
physical plasmas. However, this instability has been challenging to measure in a station-
ary terrestrial plasma because of the difficulty in preparing such a velocity distribution. 
Here, we use picosecond laser ionization of hydrogen gas to initialize such an electron 
distribution function. We record the 2D evolution of the magnetic field associated with 
the Weibel instability by imaging the deflections of a relativistic electron beam with a 
picosecond temporal duration and show that the measured k-resolved growth rates of 
the instability validate kinetic theory. Concurrently, self-organization of microscopic 
plasma currents is observed to amplify the current modulation magnitude that converts 
up to ~1% of the plasma thermal energy into magnetic energy, thus supporting the 
notion that the magnetic field induced by the Weibel instability may be able to provide 
a seed for the galactic dynamo.

Weibel instability | optical-field ionization | temperature anisotropy | self-magnetization |  
kinetic theory

Observations suggest that ~µG-level magnetic fields exist in all galaxies and the more 
rarefied intergalactic medium (1–3). At present, these magnetic fields are thought to arise 
from the amplification of “seed” fields by galactic dynamo (4–6) whereby the kinetic 
energy of plasma flows is converted into magnetic field energy via induction. The origin 
of such seeds, however, is still not well understood. Primordial magnetic fields could have 
been generated during inflation and cosmological phase transitions before recombination 
and structure formation (7). Apart from these possibilities, astrophysicists have also 
invoked the Biermann battery effect (6–9) arising from nonparallel density and temper-
ature gradients in plasmas to explain the origin of the seed magnetic field, while acknowl-
edging that the seed fields could also arise from plasma kinetic instabilities including 
Weibel instability (10–16) that grows due to electron temperature anisotropy. Unlike the 
Biermann battery mechanism that produces macroscopic fields, Weibel instability grows 
rapidly and generates magnetic fields on kinetic scales (∼ c∕�p), raising the concern on 
their significance for galactic scale fields. Recent theoretical and simulation results suggest 
that the correlation length of the Weibel magnetic field grows rapidly with time, thus 
drastically suppressing diffusive dissipation and enabling the field to survive on cosmo-
logical timescales (15–17). While there have been some laboratory laser–plasma experi-
ments that purport to show that the protogalactic seed magnetic fields may be due to the 
Biermann battery process (9), and other experiments that have shown that magnetic fields 
can be generated by the ion Weibel instability in interpenetrating laser-produced plasmas 
(18–20), there has been no experimental proof of the generation of magnetic fields because 
of the electron Weibel instability arising from the temperature anisotropy (subject of this 
work).

First theorized six decades ago, Weibel instability is arguably the earliest discovered 
plasma kinetic instability and yet its conclusive experimental verification has proven to 
be very challenging for two primary reasons. First, until recently, it had not been possible 
to generate a plasma with a known temperature anisotropy as initially envisioned by Weibel 
(10). Second, there was no suitable technique to measure the complex and evolving 
topology of the ultrafast (e.g., on the picosecond time scale in laser-produced plasmas) 
magnetic fields generated in the plasma. This is particularly the case for the electron Weibel 
instability because of its generally faster growth rate and shorter wavelength originating 
from the much smaller inertia of electrons compared to ions.
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Since its discovery, extensive theoretical studies and parti-
cle-in-cell (PIC) simulations have revealed important characteris-
tics of Weibel magnetic fields (21–23). For instance, it is predicted 
that the Weibel instability in an infinite plasma initially grows 

with a broad k-spectrum, 0 < k <
√
A𝜔p∕c, where k is the wave-

number of the magnetic field, A ≡ Thot

Tcold
− 1 the temperature ani-

sotropy of the plasma, �p the plasma frequency, and c the speed 
of light in vacuum. Thot and Tcold are temperatures in the two 
orthogonal directions. The broad spectrum implies that many 
modes are excited simultaneously–each mode having an effective 
growth rate. As the temperature anisotropy decreases, the k-spec-
trum is expected to shrink to a narrow peak (23). Physically, the 
narrowing of the k-spectrum is caused by the coalescence of plasma 
currents accompanied by the amplification of the magnetic fields. 
Once the quasi-single mode is formed, the magnetic field can 
maintain its topological structure for many plasma periods (≫𝜔−1

p
). Although most theoretical treatments assume a temperature 
anisotropy in two dimensions, plasma produced by the electric 
field of an ultrashort laser pulse may have different temperatures 
along all the three Cartesian coordinates, which leads to the growth 
of multidimensional Weibel instability. It is crucial to experimen-
tally demonstrate this evolution of the k-spectrum of the magnetic 
field to conclusively attribute it to the Weibel instability. To our 
knowledge, this has not been done before.

It is well known that numerous kinetic instabilities–so called 
because they arise due to nonthermal (non-Maxwellian) and/or 
anisotropic velocity distribution functions of electrons and/or 
ions–can be self-excited in plasmas. These instabilities can be pre-
dominantly electrostatic/longitudinal, electromagnetic/transverse, 
or a mixture of the two. We have previously shown that opti-
cal-field ionized (OFI) plasmas produced by intense femtosecond 
laser pulses are an excellent platform for studying this class of 
instabilities because uniform underdense plasmas with extremely 
high (A ≫ 10) and predictable temperature anisotropies can be 
formed during the ionization process itself (24–26). In previous 
works, we have documented the onset, saturation, and evolution 
of the streaming (electrostatic) and oblique current filamentation 
(electromagnetic with electrostatic components) instabilities by 
measuring the density fluctuations associated with them by 
Thomson scattering using a femtosecond probe pulse (25). 
Furthermore, in a recent experiment, we have confirmed the exist-
ence of the quasi-static magnetic field directly by measuring the 
deflection of a relativistic electron probe beam (27). The final 
topology of the magnetic field was consistent with that due to the 
Weibel instability. However, in that experiment, measurement of 
the onset and the subsequent evolution of the k-spectrum of the 
magnetic field, required to definitively attribute the phenomenon 
as a manifestation of the Weibel instability, was not possible.

Other previous work on the Weibel instability has involved the 
streaming of two counterpropagating laser-produced solid target 
plasmas (18, 20, 28). In such cases, the Weibel instability arises 
from the filamentation of the ions on a much longer timescale 
(typically on nanosecond timescale). One could call this a Weibel-
type instability (11) because such a configuration too gives rise to 
a filamentary magnetic field in the overlap region of the two plas-
mas but it is not the scenario envisioned by Weibel, where the 
instability arises from the temperature anisotropy of a stationary 
plasma (10). Attempts to control beam–plasma parameters more 
precisely were made in experiments where well-characterized elec-
tron beams from linear accelerators were sent through plasmas to 
study the relativistic current filamentation instability (CFI) (29). 
The electron bunch was observed to form filamentary structures 

after its passage through the plasma. Similar behaviors of the elec-
tron bunch were also observed in experiments using ultrashort 
electron bunches from laser wakefield accelerators (30). The study 
of CFI has also been extended to the overdense plasma regime in 
relativistic laser–or beam–solid interactions (31–36). Recent stud-
ies show that in the case of dilute beam, the dominant mode is 
oblique (22, 37).

In this article, we show the measurements of Weibel-generated 
magnetic fields in plasmas produced by ultrashort but intense, 
linearly polarized CO2 laser pulses via optical-field ionization. We 
begin by producing anisotropic OFI hydrogen plasmas by using 
picosecond CO2 laser pulses and then using ultrashort relativistic 
electron bunches from a linear accelerator to probe the magnetic 
fields. A movie of the magnetic fields with an exposure of ~ps and 
frame separation from a few to a few tens of ps was made using 
the electron beam probe. Analysis of the individual frames reveals 
how the k-spectrum and magnitude of the magnetic fields evolve 
as a function of time, with micron-level spatial resolution, and 
thus allows us to validate the predictions of the Weibel theory.

Results

Deflection of the Probe Beam by Self-Generated Magnetic Fields 
in the Plasma. The experiment was performed at the Accelerator 
Test Facility of Brookhaven National Laboratory (ATF-BNL). The 
experimental layout is sketched in Fig. 1A. Anisotropic underdense 
plasmas [ne ≈ (1.8 ± 0.2) × 1018 cm−3] were created by ionizing a 
supersonic hydrogen gas jet using 2-ps, high-power (sub-terawatt) 
CO2 laser pulses (38) (see Methods). The magnetic fields in the 
plasma and their spatiotemporal evolution were probed by 
ultrashort relativistic electron bunches delivered by the ATF linear 
accelerator (39). A set of permanent magnet quadrupoles [PMQs 
(40, 41)] were used to relay and magnify the electron probe to a 
scintillator screen which converted the modulated electron flux to 
an optical image. With the movable PMQs inserted, the image was 
magnified by 3.4× (further magnified by the optical system to an 
overall magnification of ~7.8×) with a spatial resolution of 2.9 μm.

By changing the delay of the electron probe with respect to the 
CO2 laser, a movie of the density bunching of the electron beam 
due to its deflections by the magnetic field in the plasma was made 
(see Supplemental Information). In Fig. 1B, we show the raw data 
of the density modulations on the electron beam at representative 
times with respect to the plasma formation. The total time interval 
covered by these frames is ~150 ps. The images were obtained with 
PMQs inserted, with their object plane 10 ± 0.5 mm downstream 
of the plasma. The time zero was defined when the observable 
structures within the electron beam reached roughly the center of 
the field of view. In the next frame (3.3 ps later), the front of the 
structure moved toward the right by ~1 mm as expected. The jitter 
between the laser and the electron probe was determined to be 
~0.4 ps (see SI Appendix, Fig. S1 Supplemental Information).

We argue that the observed structures in the probe electron beam 
are caused by Weibel-generated magnetic fields in the plasma. In 
the experiment, the electron probe was orthogonal to the CO2 laser 
pulse, i.e., in the positive z direction in Fig. 1A. Because of this 
probing geometry, the probe was deflected by the Bx and By com-
ponents by the v × B force, not Bz. The contributions of small-am-
plitude wakes, stimulated Raman back scattering generated plasma 
waves (42), and other stochastic electric fields in the plasma are 
negligible because these fields oscillate at plasma frequency �p and 
therefore will be averaged over many periods (�−1

p ≈ 13 fs for 
ne = 1.8 × 1018 cm−3) as the picosecond long probe traverses the 
plasma (43, 44). In the 3.3 ps frame, the most prominent features 
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seen are density strips within the electron beam that are approxi-
mately parallel to the laser propagation direction (see the dotted 
white lines in Fig. 1B). We will see in the next section that these 
electron density modulations can be transformed into magnetic 
fields and plasma current density maps. These horizontal density 
strips must arise because the probe electrons are deflected in the 
vertical (y) direction, which implies that within this period the 
dominant component of the magnetic field is Bx with its wavevec-
tor along the y direction. At this time, the CO2 laser pulse has fully 
traversed the region probed by the electron beam, and the density 
structures have appeared in at least 2/3 of the frame. The evolution 
of the density structures in the xy plane is seen in the back of the 
frame. The 10-ps frame is particularly interesting as it clearly shows 
that these initially predominantly horizontal strips (the rightmost 
side of the frame) start to break up in the xy plane into smaller-scale 
“fish-net” structures on the left-hand side within ~1 ps. These fish-
net structures are in sharp focus in the 10-ps frame, which is indic-
ative of deflected electrons coming to a focus at the object plane 
of the PMQs. A fish-net structure means that the electrons are bent 
in both directions (x and y) and that the two components Bx and 
By have approximately equal magnitude. The magnetic fields con-
tinue to grow, moving the object plane closer to the plasma, causing 
trajectory crossing of the probe electrons before they reach the 
object plane of the PMQs and blurring the structures as seen in 
the 23.3 ps frame. These fish-net structures last for approximately 
20 ps. In the next frame (36.7 ps), the density strips begin to line 
up in the vertical direction, which indicates that the electrons are 
now predominantly deflected along the horizontal (x) direction by 

the By component. As the instability continues to evolve, the den-
sity strips remain along the vertical direction, but the spacing 
between the strips keeps increasing and the structure appears to 
become a quasi-single mode. In the last frame (116.7 ps), the field 
has evolved to a quasi-single mode with a wavelength of ~145 µm 
(see dotted white lines). In addition to this morphological change, 
the magnitude of the electron probe density modulation also 
evolves as a function of time, which correlates with the evolution 
of the magnetic field amplitude.

Retrieved Magnetic Fields and Current Density Distribution. The 
path integrals of the magnetic fields along the probe propagation 
direction were retrieved by solving an equivalent optimal transport 
problem (45) (see Methods). The retrieved ∫ Bxdz and ∫ Bydz fields 
for a representative frame (the 10-ps frame in Fig. 1B) are shown 
in Fig. 2 A and B, respectively. The calculated path-integrated 
magnetic fields have a peak magnitude of ~100 Tesla × µm. For 
simplicity, the plasma was approximated as a slab (rather than 
the more realistic cylindrical plasma) with a thickness of 300 µm 
inferred from the transverse extent in the vertical direction. 
The retrieved path-integrated Bx and By fields have similar 
peak magnitudes of ~0.35 Tesla. Implications of violating this 
assumption are discussed later.

The measured magnetic fields are predominantly generated by 
the quasi-static plasma currents, i.e., the contribution of the dis-
placement current is small. Since the plasma temperature was the 
highest in the z direction (see the Simulation section), we anticipate 
that Jz is the dominating source for the observed magnetic fields. 

A

B

Fig. 1. Experimental setup and representative snapshots of self-generated Weibel magnetic fields. (A) Sketch of the experimental layout. (B) Representative 
frames from the movie of the electron beam deflection by fields in the plasma. The first frame shows the e− beam profile with no laser. The following frames 
show the evolution of the self-generated fields in the plasma. The yellow dotted ellipse on the 0 ps frame outlines the estimated 1014 W/cm2 (ionization threshold) 
intensity contour of the CO2 laser. The dotted white lines on the 3.3 ps and 116.7 ps frames are added to highlight the orientation of selected density strips. 
On the 36.7 ps frame, the white arrows mark structures caused by the trajectory crossing of the probe electrons which shift the effective object plane closer to 
the plasma. All images were rotated counterclockwise by 12° to correct the PMQ-induced slant and put the longer dimension of the elliptical plasma parallel 
to the laser propagation direction.
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Therefore, we calculate the current density Jz using the retrieved 
two orthogonal magnetic field components by solving Maxwell’s 
curl H equation (Ampere’s law), Jz = �−1

0
(�xBy − �yBx ). The cal-

culated 2D distribution of Jz is shown in Fig. 2C by the color 
scale. The plasma current density is modulated along both x and 
y directions, which supports the multidimensional nature of the 
instability.

The plasma currents keep merging as the instability grows. To 
highlight this, the magnetic fields and current density for the 63 ps 
frame are plotted in Fig. 2 D–F. At this stage, the instability has 
saturated and the By field dominates over Bx (Fig. 2 D and E). 
Additionally, both the size of the current filaments and the spacing 
between them have increased. The morphology of the current 
distribution has changed from a 2D fish-net structure to a 1D 
periodic distribution along the x direction, which is consistent 
with the By field and the observed vertical density strips shown in 
Figs. 2E and 1B, respectively.

Using the retrieved current density, we can estimate the mag-
nitude of the plasma current density modulation. Consider a 
plasma with Maxwellian electron velocity distribution (EVD) 
along the z direction. It contains an equal number of electrons 
moving along opposing directions (e.g., ±z). The initially unper-
turbed plasma current densities are J±(x) = ± J0 where 
J0 = − ene ⟨v+z ⟩ = − enevth∕

√
2� and is uniform on a spatial 

scale larger than the Debye length. Therefore, without modula-
tion, the net current density Jz = J+ + J− is zero everywhere. The 
growth of Weibel instability causes coalescence of the microscopic 
plasma currents and leads to the spatial modulation of the current 

density, which can be assumed as J± = ± J0(1 ±
�

2
sinkx). Here, 

�∕2 and k are the magnitude and wavevector of the modulation 
for J±, respectively. This gives a net current density distribution 
of Jz = J0 � sinkx. Using the experimental plasma density 
ne = (1.8 ± 0.2) × 1018 cm−3 and Tz ≈ 150 eV from the 3D PIC 
simulation (see the Simulation section), the magnitude of the net 
current density is calculated to be 59� MA/cm2. The measured 
peak magnitude of Jz is about 3 MA/cm2 (Fig. 2 C and F), which 
corresponds to a modulation magnitude of � ≈ 5%. Note that in 
Weibel’s theory, this current density modulation is caused by redis-
tribution of the microscopic plasma currents and does not require 
plasma density modulation. Nevertheless, density modulation may 
emerge in the nonlinear stage of the instability (46). We note that 
in a recent experiment, a current density modulation approaching 
unity in ion current filaments was measured using optical Thomson 
scattering (47).

The plasma beta is defined as � ≡ pth
pmag

 where pth = nkBT  is the 

thermal pressure of the plasma and pmag = B2∕2�0 is the magnetic 

pressure. For kBT ≈ 150 eV, ne = 1.8 × 1018 cm−3, and the meas-
ured ⟨B2⟩1∕2 ≈ 0. 35 Tesla, these pressures are calculated as 
pth ≈ 430 bar and pmag ≈ 0.5 bar. Therefore, the plasma beta is 
� ≈ 860. We note that this number represents the upper limit of 
the plasma beta in the experiment due to two reasons. First, there 
are structures indicating probe trajectory crossing after 23 ps 
(Fig. 1B), which will reduce the retrieved magnitude of the mag-
netic field. In other words, the actual magnetic field strength is 

A

B

C

D

E

F

Fig. 2. Retrieved magnetic fields and current density maps. (A and B) show ∫ B
x
dz and ∫ B

y
dz, respectively, for the 10 ps frame. The current density calculated 

using these magnetic fields is shown in (C) by the color scale, whereas the arrows show the vector magnetic field B⊥ = �xB
x
+ �yB

y
. The corresponding results for 

the 63.3 ps frame are shown in (D–F).
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larger than the deduced one, by an estimated factor of ~2 which 
will reduce the � by a factor of 4. Second, the B field may not be 
uniform across the whole plasma along the probe propagation 
direction as assumed, namely, B = ⟨B ⟩ + �B, where ⟨B ⟩ repre-
sents the average of B. The variation �B leads to 
⟨B2 ⟩ = ⟨B⟩2 + ⟨�B2 ⟩ = 2⟨B⟩2 if we assume �B ∼ ⟨B ⟩. This 
means the actual plasma beta is two times smaller than that eval-
uated using ⟨B ⟩. Taking both factors into account, the plasma 
beta may be reduced to ∼ 100. This means that upon saturation, 
about 1% of the thermal energy in the plasma is converted to the 
magnetic field energy, which is on the same order (~4%) as 
observed in previous 3D PIC simulations with much hotter tem-
peratures (T⊥ = 16 keV and T‖ = 0.64 keV) (23). Similar level of 
energy conversion was also observed in PIC simulations of expand-
ing plasmas (48) and anisotropic plasmas driven by shearing flows 
(49), and the authors suggest that conversion of percent level of 
thermal energy into magnetic field energy via the Weibel instabil-
ity may be sufficient for seeding the galactic dynamo (50, 51).

2D k-Spectrum Evolution of the Magnetic Fields. As previously 
explained, the Weibel instability starts growing with many 
different wavelengths, and thus a k-resolved analysis is necessary 
for understanding the instability evolution. In Fig. 3, we show the 
2D k-spectrum of the retrieved magnetic fields (Bx, Fig. 3 A, and 
By, Fig. 3B). Here, each k-spectrum was obtained by taking the 2D 
Fourier transform of the retrieved magnetic fields. These results 
highlight the evolution of the unstable modes and the transition to 
the dominating wavevector in the 2D k-space. For instance, we can 
see that both the Bx and By components start growing with a broad 
spectrum and then the unstable region continuously shrinks in size 
and eventually narrow peaks appear which corresponds to quasi-
single mode formation (marked by the white circles and arrows). 
For instance, in the last two frames (90 and 116.7 ps) of the By 
spectra, a narrow peak with kx

2�
≈ 0.007 �m−1 which corresponds 

to a structure with a wavelength of �x ≈ 145 ± 20 �m and 
ky

2�
≈ 0 

has formed.
The temporal evolution of the Bx and By spectra is plotted in 

Fig. 3 C and D, respectively. The Bx component begins with a 
spectral peak at �y ≈ 50 �m immediately following the onset of 
the instability (at 3.3 ps) that continuously shifts toward smaller 
ky or increasing wavelength. For instance, the wavelength of Bx 
has increased to ~250 µm at ~50 ps and remains almost unchanged 
after that. This may be because the plasma is bounded in the 
transverse direction and therefore sets an upper limit for the wave-
length. The By field also starts with a broad spectrum following 
the onset of the instability, but its wavelength converges to 
~145 µm at ~30 ps and remains almost unchanged for up to 
~100 ps. We note that, however, in the experiment the wavelength 
of the By field did continue increasing with time and reached 
~300 µm at ~0.5 ns.

From the k- and time-resolved data shown in Fig. 3 C and D, 
we can deduce the k-resolved growth rates of the two magnetic 
field components. For instance, each row in Fig. 3C represents the 
temporal evolution of a specific ky component of the measured Bx 
field and, therefore, the k-resolved growth rate is deduced by 
assuming an exponential growth and fitting the data (using the 
0–3.3 ps data when the field grows most rapidly, see SI Appendix). 
The result is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 3E. The growth rate 
peaks at kx ≈ 0.5�pc

−1. Because the probe electron density mod-
ulation caused by the Bx field appears as strips along the horizontal 
direction, which is equivalent to the time axis, it is also possible 
to estimate the growth rate using a single frame (e.g., the 3.3 ps 
frame in Fig. 1B) by tracking the increase of density modulation 

magnitude of each column from right to left, which corresponds 
to an increasing delay (see SI Appendix). The growth rate deduced 
from the density modulation is shown by the green curve in 
Fig. 3E. The two methods qualitatively agree with each other and 
the latter intraframe method gives a slightly larger growth rate due 
to higher temporal resolution. A similar analysis is applied to the 
By field and the result is shown by the orange curve in Fig. 3F.

Using the tri-Maxwellian EVD obtained from PIC simulation, 
we can calculate the growth rate �(k) for the two magnetic field 
components that are perpendicular to the probe direction assum-
ing no coupling between them in the linear phase (1D theory 
for each component, see Methods). The calculation results are 
shown by the red dashed lines in Fig. 3 E and F. Reasonable 
agreement is seen for both field components, further supporting 
the argument that these fields are associated with the Weibel 
instability.

PIC Simulation Results. In this section, we present simulation 
results that qualitatively reproduce our experimental observations. 
The simulation was done using the Osiris 4.0 code (52), and 
it included both the ionization process and the subsequent 
multidimensional self-consistent evolution of the plasma. The 
details of the simulation setup can be found in the Methods section.

The simulation results are summarized in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4A, we 
show the distribution of electrons in the 3D momentum space 
right after the laser has passed. The EVDs in each direction are 
plotted in Fig. 4B. In all the three directions, the EVDs can be 
well fitted by a Maxwellian distribution. As expected, the plasma 
temperature in the laser polarization (z) direction is the highest 
(Tz ≈ 150 eV). The temperature in the y direction is the lowest 
(Ty ≈ 30 eV), whereas the temperature in the laser propagation 
direction is higher (Tx ≈ 80 eV). We note that if only the ioniza-
tion process is considered, Tx and Ty should be similar. The 
increased Tx indicates that the plasma has been preferentially 
heated in the longitudinal direction. Plasmas with such tempera-
ture anisotropy are unstable to Weibel instability as we have 
observed in the experiment. These temperatures and the corre-
sponding anisotropies Azy =

Tz

Ty
− 1 ≈ 4 and Azx =

Tz

Tx
− 1 ≈ 0.9 

were used to estimate the thermal energy density of the plasma 
and calculate the Weibel growth rate shown in Fig. 3 E and F.

The path integrals of the magnetic field components Bx and By 
are shown in Fig. 4 C and D, respectively. Note that unlike in the 
experiment, here the integrations were taken by freezing the fields 
at an instantaneous time. Using these fields, a synthetic probe 
image was constructed and is shown in Fig. 4E. The image repro-
duces the observed qualitative features of the net structure (see 
the 10 ps frame in Fig. 1B). Several representative 2D k-spectra 
of the path-integrated magnetic fields (∫ Bxdz and ∫ Bydz) are 
shown in Fig. 4 F and G, respectively. As do the experimental plots 
shown in Fig. 3 A and B, these plots also show the continuous 
narrowing of the initially broad 2D k-spectrum and the formation 
of a quasi-single mode at later times. The complete temporal evo-
lution of the ky component of Bx is shown in Fig. 4H and a similar 
plot for By(kx ) is depicted in Fig. 4I. The key features observed in 
the experiment, including the transition to the dominant wave-
number in the 2D k-space and the narrowing of both the ky- and 
kx-spectra as a function of time, are also qualitatively reproduced. 
Simulation shows that the root mean square (RMS) magnitude 
of the magnetic field reaches a peak of ~0.4 Tesla which qualita-
tively agrees with that observed in the experiment and corresponds 
to about 0.9% of the thermal energy. Apart from these agreements, 
the instability seems to evolve about three times faster than that 
in the experiment. One possible reason is artificial numerical 
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collisions caused by only eight particles per cell to save simulation 
time. Increasing number of particles per cell can suppress the 
numerical collisions. We have performed a series of 2D simula-
tions with number of particles per cell up to 1,024, and the results 
show that the magnetic fields reach saturation at ~50 ps and last 
for over 100 ps, which agree better with the experimental 
observations.

Discussion

We have shown that the electron Weibel instability can self-gen-
erate quasistatic magnetic fields in plasmas with temperature ani-
sotropy induced by optical-field ionization by picosecond intense 
CO2 laser pulses. The time-resolved measurements indicate that 
the magnetic field magnitude and spectrum evolve on a time scale 

A

B

C

D

E

F

Fig. 3. k-spectrum evolution of the retrieved magnetic fields from the experimental data. (A and B) Evolution of the 2D k-spectrum for B
x
 and B

y
, respectively. 

The color scale for each frame is the same. The white circles and arrows mark the surviving quasi-single mode in the last frame. (C) Temporal evolution of the k
y
 

component of B
x
 (averaged over kx

2�
∈
[
0.002, 0.02

]
�m−1). The yellow arrow marks the dominant mode at different delays. (D) Evolution of the k

x
 component of 

B
y
 (averaged over 

k
y

2�
∈
[
− 0.02, 0.02

]
�m−1). The yellow arrow marks the wavelength of the surviving quasi-single mode. (E and F) k-resolved growth rates and 

comparison with 1D kinetic theory. The blue curve in (E) shows the growth rate deduced using the data in (C) and the green curve is deduced from the probe 
density modulation directly (the 3.3 ps frame in Fig. 1B). The orange curve in (F) is deduced using the data in (D). The dashed lines in (E and F) show the kinetic 
theory predictions.
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of tens of ps, which implies that the electron velocity distributions 
also evolve toward a thermal plasma on a similar time scale. 
Although the Weibel instability is thought to be purely electro-
magnetic, in the nonlinear stage, ion motion may lead to density 
fluctuations that need to be measured using optical Thomson 
scattering.

The actual EVDs of the plasma in this experiment are aniso-
tropic in all the three dimensions, which give rise to complex 
Weibel magnetic field structures. We have probed the fields along 
one direction and hence in the xy plane. To get a complete char-
acterization of the 3D distribution of the magnetic field, electron 

probing at multiple angles is necessary. A practical way for doing 
this could be rotating the polarization direction of the CO2 laser.

We note that in these experiments, high field ionization of the 
hydrogen gas using a long-wavelength CO2 laser produced a large 
initial temperature anisotropy. Despite the relatively high plasma 
density, the Weibel magnetic fields grow before the collisionless 
collective effects (kinetic) together with collisions can isotropize 
the plasma. As for astrophysical plasmas, we know little about the 
details of the electron distribution function and whether, over the 
vast distances of the galactic plasma [O(Mpc)], it is sufficiently 
anisotropic to initiate the electron Weibel instability. This issue 

A B

C D E

F

G

H

I

Fig. 4. Self-consistent 3D PIC simulation results. (A) Simulated distribution of OFI plasma electrons in the 3D momentum space. (B) Projected EVDs (blue) 
and Maxwellian fits (red). In all the three cases, the R-squared values are larger than 0.997. See SI Appendix, Fig. S2 for the fitting residuals. (C and D) show the 
path integrals of B

x
 and B

y
 obtained from the simulation, respectively. (E) is a synthetic probe image using the experimental parameters. (F and G) show the 

evolution of the 2D k-spectrum for path integrals of B
x
 and B

y
, respectively. (H and I) show the temporal evolution of the k

y
 component of B

x
 (averaged over 

0.01<k
x
∕2𝜋(𝜇m−1

) < 0.04) and the k
x
 component of B

y
 (averaged over −0.01<k

y
∕2𝜋(𝜇m−1

) < 0.01), respectively.
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needs further work. Another issue is the possible thermalization 
of the electrons before the seed magnetic field is produced by the 
Weibel instability. The estimates of this collisional thermalization 
process are made difficult by the extremely tenuous nature and 
complex composition of the galactic plasma. However, recent 
simulations have suggested that temperature anisotropy can also 
be self-consistently induced due to Biermann battery effect (53) 
or under the action of large-scale flows (49). This relaxes the 
requirement on the initial temperature anisotropy to be large so 
that the thermal Weibel magnetic fields can grow despite thermal-
izing collisions, making it a candidate for the seed magnetic field 
on cosmological scales.

In summary, we have presented an unambiguous existence 
proof of the electron Weibel magnetic fields driven by a large 
effective temperature anisotropy as originally envisioned by 
Weibel. From these measurements, we have retrieved the 2D dis-
tribution of the magnetic fields and plasma current density and 
deduced the ultrafast dynamics of the fields and current density 
including the evolution of their 2D k-spectra and the k-resolved 
growth rate, which agree with kinetic theory predictions and PIC 
simulations. We observed the formation of a quasi-single mode 
of the magnetic field after the instability saturates which can last 
for up to half a nanosecond. Upon saturation, the current density 
modulation magnitude reaches ~5% and about 1% of the thermal 
energy of the plasma is converted to the magnetic field energy. 
These results represent a significant advance of the experimental 
understanding of Weibel instability. In our opinion, the OFI plat-
form used here has a great potential for exploring ultrafast mag-
netic field dynamics in relativistic, anisotropic plasmas produced 
by ionization of high Z atoms in the laboratory relevant to astro-
physical plasmas.

Materials and Methods

Experimental Setup. The experiment was carried out at the ATF-BNL. The high-
power CO2 laser system is capable of delivering up to 5 TW power within a pulse 
duration of about 2 ps (full width at half maxima) (38). For the data presented 
here, the laser energy was kept at a few hundred mJ such that the laser was able 
to fully ionize the hydrogen gas jet without driving large-amplitude self-modu-
lated wakes. The laser was focused by an F/2 off-axis parabola with a 3-mm hole 
and the focal spot size was measured to be w0 ≈ 45 µm in vacuum. To enlarge 
the transverse extent of the plasma, the gas jet was shifted toward the upstream 
of the laser (closer to the off-axis parabola) by about 2 mm. At this location, the 
laser spot size was calculated to be w ≈ 140 µm. The laser was linearly polarized 
in the horizontal plane with its electric field pointing along the electron probe 
direction. The plasma was produced by ionizing a supersonic hydrogen gas jet 
emanating from a converging–diverging nozzle with an opening diameter of 5 
mm. The laser beam axis was placed ~2.5 mm above the nozzle exit. For the data 
presented here, the backing pressure of the nozzle was ~87 psig. The neutral 
density profile of the gas jet was measured offline using our recently developed 
ionization-induced plasma grating method (54) (see SI Appendix, Fig. S6). The 
peak plasma density, assuming that the gas jet is fully ionized by the CO2 laser, is 
(1.8 ± 0.2) × 1018 cm−3. As they traverse through the plasma, the probe electrons 
receive transverse deflections by the magnetic fields. Then, the probe propagates 
in the vacuum and the angular deflection translates into electron flux modulation. 
A set of PMQs like those used in refs. 40 and 41 was used to relay and magnify the 
electron probe image to a scintillator screen (100-µm thick YAG: Ce crystal with 
both sides polished and one side coated with indium tin oxide) that was placed 
~0.5 m away from the plasma. The electron flux distributions were converted 
to optical images by the scintillator crystal and the latter was further magnified 
using an objective (Mituyoto 5× Plan APO) and recorded by a charge-coupled 
device (Basler acA1920-50gm with 5.86 µm pixel size) equipped with a camera 
lens with remote focus control. The probe electron beam was delivered by the 
ATF linac at 1.5 Hz but the data were taken at a lower laser repetition rate using a 
trigger signal to synchronize the gas jet, CO2 laser, e− beam, and the camera. The 

energy of the probe beam was fixed at 50.5 MeV (0.2% energy spread) to match 
the designed optimal energy for the PMQs. The pulse duration of the probe beam 
was tuned to be ~1–2 ps by varying the slit size to select a portion of the longer 
pulse. Although the emittance of the electron beam was not measured during this 
run, it was estimated to be ~1.4 mm ⋅ mrad based on previous measurements 
(39). The focus of the electron beam was shifted upstream such that the beam 
was able to cover a few mm field of view.

Electron Imaging System. The key part of the electron imaging system is the 
PMQs that can relay the electron images at the object plane to the image plane 
by a 2D one-to-one mapping. The set of PMQs includes four pieces (two iden-
tical pairs) of Halbach-type high-gradient quadrupoles arranged in the A-B-B-A 
order. Two pairs of the PMQs were mounted separately such that the separation 
between them can be adjusted to change the magnification and move the object 
plane location. The two assemblies were held by a third motorized translation 
stage which allows the PMQs to be moved away from the electron beam path. 
In the PMQ-in configuration, the electron probe formed images at 10 ± 0.5 mm 
(tunable from 0 to 25 mm) from the plasma, and then the image was relayed 
and magnified by the PMQs. In the PMQ-out configuration, the electron probe 
formed images directly on the scintillator screen. In both configurations, the 
overall magnification and resolving power of the imaging system were cali-
brated using transmission electron microscope grids. The magnifications were 
~7.8× and ~3.7× and the resolving powers were ~2.9 µm and ~10 µm for 
the two configurations.

Retrieval of Magnetic Fields. To retrieve the magnetic fields, the first step 
was to solve for the deflection angles �x and �y of the probe electrons. Using 
the measured probe density profile n(x, y), a synthetic background n0 was esti-
mated by smoothing the image using a code based on a penalized least squares 
method (55). Then, the relative density modulation was calculated as n∕n0 − 1. 
The algorithm in ref. 45 was used to calculate the optimal transport of a uniform 
background to the relative density modulation. Before doing the calculation, 
the region of interest of the image was selected and downsampled by a factor 
of 10 to reduce its size to 90 × 150 pixels to reduce the computational resource 
requirements to an affordable level. Then, the deflection angles were used to 
calculate the transverse magnetic fields Bx and By, with the assumption that the 
plasma has a slab geometry with a thickness of 300 µm. The current density Jz 
was calculated using Ampere’s law as explained in the main text.

Growth Rate Calculation. The growth rates of the Weibel instability were cal-
culated using 1D kinetic theory. The dispersion relation for the Weibel mode in 
an anisotropic plasma is (56)

where � = i� is the complex frequency, � is the growth rate, k is the wavenum-
ber of the magnetic field, A = Thot

Tcold
− 1 is the temperature anisotropy, � = �√

2kvhot
, 

vhot =
√

kBThot
me

 is the thermal velocity in the hot temperature direction, and Z (�) 
is the plasma dispersion function. The theoretical growth rates in Fig. 3 E and F 
were calculated using (Tz = 150 eV, Ty = 30 eV, Azy =

Tz
Ty
− 1 = 4) and (Tz = 150 

eV, Tx = 80 eV, Azx =
Tz
Tx
− 1 = 0.875), respectively.

PIC Simulation. The 3D PIC simulation was performed using the 
Osiris 4.0 code (52). The stationary simulation box has dimensions of 
500(x) × 400(y) × 400(z) c ∕�0. Here, �0 is the frequency of the CO2 laser 
(� = 9.2 �m). A hydrogen (atomic) gas was initialized inside the box. In the 
laser propagation direction, the gas density profile contains two 10 c ∕�0 linear 
ramps on both ends and two 10 c ∕�0 gaps were set between the gas and box 
boundary. In the other two orthogonal directions, the gas density is uniform. 
The peak plasma density was set to 1018 cm−3. A linearly polarized laser with the 
experimental parameters (� = 9.2 �m, � = 2 ps, w0 = 45 �m, E = 115 mJ) was 
launched from the left wall of the box. The vacuum focal plane of the laser was 
set to x = 1, 520 c ∕�0, which means that the simulation box covers the region 
that is ~1.5 mm upstream of the focus to mimic the experimental condition. The 
ionization of hydrogen was calculated using the Ammosov–Delone–Krainov (ADK) 

1 −
c2k2

�2
+

�2
p

�2

[
A + (A + 1 ) �Z (�)

]
= 0,
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model (57) and the subsequent evolution of the OFI plasma was self-consistently 
modeled. The 3D distribution of the magnetic fields and plasma currents were 
saved every ~0.5 ps for analysis.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. All study data are included in the 
article and/or SI Appendix.
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